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Abstract

This paper proposes an online signature verification method based on the finite impulse response (FIR) system
characterizing time-frequency characteristics of dynamic handwriting features. First, the barycenter determined from
both the center point of signature and two adjacent pen-point positions in the signing process, instead of one
pen-point position, is used to reduce the fluctuation of handwriting motion. In this paper, among the available
dynamic handwriting features, motion pressure and area pressure are employed to investigate handwriting behavior.
Thus, the stable dynamic handwriting features can be described by the relation of the time-frequency characteristics
of the dynamic handwriting features. In this study, the aforesaid relation can be represented by the FIR system with
the wavelet coefficients of the dynamic handwriting features as both input and output of the system. The impulse
response of the FIR system is used as the individual feature for a particular signature. In short, the signature can be
verified by evaluating the difference between the impulse responses of the FIR systems for a reference signature and
the signature to be verified. The signature verification experiments in this paper were conducted using the
SUBCORPUS MCYT-100 signature database consisting of 5,000 signatures from 100 signers. The proposed method
yielded equal error rate (EER) of 3.21% on skilled forgeries.

1 Introduction
Now the need for biometric authentication systems is on
the rise because of the ease of use without a password or
keycard required. Signature verification is one of the bio-
metrics based on handwriting behavior. In several parts
of the world, a signature is the customary way to verify
an individual in daily activities, such as withdrawing cash
from a bank account and entering a contract. Although
visual examination is a popular method for signature
verification, it usually takes a long time to process and
there are occasions in which examiners make mistakes.
To effectively verify the signature, an automatic system
for signature verification is required. Signature verifica-
tion methods are largely classified into two classes: One
is the offline method based only on static visual infor-
mation, and the other is the online method based on the
dynamics of handwriting process with a major advantage
over the first method in that it is very difficult to forge
or copy the dynamics which are invisible. It is well known
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that handwriting is a highly individual entry depending
on such many factors as country, age, habits, psychologi-
cal or mental state, physical, and practical conditions [1].
For instance, size of scripts, location of scripts, shape
of scripts, and duration time in handwriting process of
scripts written by the same writer are never precisely the
same due to the fluctuation of handwriting. Although the
handwriting has many fluctuations described above, it is
necessary to extract the feature of handwriting which is
more consistent and not likely to be changed, for online
signature verification. Such a feature is considered as a sta-
ble feature of handwriting. Hence, the preprocessing and
feature extraction are very important for online signature
verification. Furthermore, in the signature verification, the
registration requirement of a large number of signatures
of one same individual is impractical. Therefore, to extract
the stable handwriting feature from the limited number
of signatures is one of the important problems of online
signature verification. The issues, i.e., unstable handwrit-
ing features and large number of signatures required in
the registration process, make the development of online
signature verification complicated. Moreover, it is desir-
able that the feature of handwriting should carry only
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the essential information of a particular signature and the
size of the handwriting feature should be as minimal as
possible.
Many methods for online signature verification have

been proposed [1-21]. The state-of-the- art online signa-
ture verification and literature reviews can be found in
[1-5]. In those studies, the individual features of a sig-
nature are extracted using the pen-point position, pen
pressure, and pen inclination. Many techniques have been
used to extract the feature of handwriting and verify the
signature, such as DP (Dynamic Programming) match-
ing [6-11], hidden Markov model [12,13], Fourier series
[14-16], and support vector machine [17,18]. However,
in several studies, a linear combination of several fea-
tures of handwriting was used to verify signature: the
suitable weight given to each feature in the linear com-
bination is difficult to determine. Most papers have con-
sidered a fusion of independent features, but few papers
[14-16] have considered the dynamic relation between
the features. In this paper, the barycenter instead of the
pen-point position is used to extract the stable handwrit-
ing feature. Besides the common handwriting features,
i.e., horizontal components, vertical components, and
handwriting velocity, two additional dynamic handwrit-
ing features were introduced, namely, motion pressure
and area pressure, both of which incorporate pen-point
pressure and handwriting motion into the handwriting
features. Thus, the individual feature of handwriting in the
signing process can be extracted by taking into account
the dynamic relation between the handwriting features.
Moreover, in order to reduce fluctuation of handwrit-
ing, stable time-frequency characteristics of the pen-point
movement in the signing process are determined from
the wavelet expansion of the handwriting features. In
this study, the aforementioned dynamic relation can be
represented by the finite impulse response (FIR) system
with the determined wavelet coefficients of the handwrit-
ing features as both input and output. That is to say,
the impulse response of the FIR system can be char-
acterized not only by the handwriting features but also
the dynamic relation between them. In our method, the
obtained impulse response is used as the individual hand-
writing feature for signature verification. In this paper,
the signature verification problem can be reduced to sys-
tem identification problem. The remaining of the paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preprocess-
ing process. In this section, a normalization of the size
and location of signature are performed. The barycen-
ter trajectory is introduced to use instead of pen-point
position to reduce a sensitivity of handwriting motion. In
Section 3, new signing features barycenter trajectory, area
pressure and motion pressure are introduced. Then the
time-frequency characteristics of the signing feature are
determined to extract the stable handwriting feature in

Figure 1 Scheme of an automatic system for signature
verification.
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the signing process. Moreover, the FIR system character-
izing the handwriting system is introduced. The obtained
impulse response of the FIR system is used as the unique
feature for signature verification. In Section 4, the signa-
ture verification algorithm is presented. In Section 5, the
experimental results are given to show the effectiveness of
the proposedmethod. Section 6 is the conclusion. Figure 1
shows scheme of the proposed signature verification
system.

2 Preprocessing
In this paper, signatures are written on a graphical tablet.
The horizontal component, vertical component, and pen

pressure of pen-point position at a time, t = nτ(≡ tn),
in the signing process are represented as x(tn), y(tn),
and p(tn) respectively, where τ is a constant sampling
rate. In order to reduce the fluctuation of handwrit-
ing, three types of normalization with respect to size,
location, and duration time in the signing process are
performed with the details described in the following
subsections.

2.1 Normalization of size
The size of a signature is standardized after removing the
duplicated points of pen-point position. In order to stan-
dardize the size of signature, the horizontal component,

Figure 2 Normalization of signatures with respect to size and location. (a) Original signatures signed by the same person. (b) After
normalization of size. (c) After normalization of size and location.
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vertical component, and pen pressure x(tn), y(tn), and
p(tn) are normalized as

ẑ(tn) = z(tn) − zmin
zmax − zmin

, (z = x, y, p) (1)

where

zmin = min
n∈{0,··· ,N−1} z(tn),

zmax = max
n∈{0,··· ,N−1} z(tn),

and N is the total number of sampled points of pen-point
positions.

2.2 Normalization of location
The location of the signature is normalized as

z̃(tn) = ẑ(tn) − cz, (z = x, y), (2)

where cz is the center point of script computed from

cz = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0

ẑ(tn) (3)

The example of normalization with respect to size and
location is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2
that the fluctuation of size and location of the signatures
can be reduced.

2.3 Trajectory of barycenter
In order to obtain the stable handwriting motion in sign-
ing process, the trajectory of the barycenter determined

from the center point of a script and the two adjacent pen-
point positions with respect to time in signing process
is used in place of pen-point trajectory. The barycenter
coordinates (rx(tn), ry(tn)) shown in Figure 3 are calcu-
lated by the following equations:

rx(tn) = x̃(tn) + x̃(tn+1)

3
, ry(tn) = ỹ(tn) + ỹ(tn+1)

3
, (4)

where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1. The effectiveness of using
the barycenter to reduce the fluctuation of handwriting
motion has been reported in our earlier work [19].

3 Feature extraction
3.1 Dynamic handwriting features
It is assumed here that the individual signing feature can
be described by the following eight features:

• Horizontal direction rx(tn) of the barycenter
trajectory in signing process.

• Vertical direction ry(tn) of the barycenter trajectory
in signing process.

• Areal velocity av(tn), which is the area swept out per
unit time by the pen-point moving along the
barycenter trajectory of handwriting script. The
av(tn) is computed from

av(tn) = 1
2

∣∣∣∣ rx(tn−1) ry(tn−1)
rx(tn) ry(tn)

∣∣∣∣ , (5)

(n = 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1)

Figure 3 Trajectories of pen-point position and barycenter of signature.
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Figure 4 The six features related to the horizontal and vertical components.
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• Displacement s(tn), which is the distance from the
center of signature to barycenter trajectory at time tn.
The s(tn) can be calculated as

s(tn) =
√
rx(tn)2 + ry(tn)2, (6)

(n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1)

• Magnitude of velocity v(tn) of the barycenter
trajectory. The v(tn) is computed from

v(tn) =
√

(�x(tn))2 + (�y(tn))2, (7)
(n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1)

where

�x(tn) = rx(tn+1) − rx(tn),
�y(tn) = ry(tn+1) − ry(tn)

• The direction change θ(tn) of the barycenter
trajectory. The θ(tn) can be calculated by

θ(tn) = tan−1
( ry(tn+1) − ry(tn)
rx(tn+1) − rx(tn)

)
, (8)

(n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1)

Examples of the above six features are shown in Figure 4.
It is known that the pen pressure is one of the impor-

tant features for signature verification. In this paper, two
features related to the pen pressure are introduced as
follows:

• Area pressure ap(tn) as shown in Figure 5b, which is
the area of triangle consisting of pen pressure,
pen-point position, and center of signature in the
signing process. The ap(tn) is computed from

ap(tn) = 1
2

× p̂(tn) ×
√
x̃(tn)2 + ỹ(tn)2, (9)

(n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1)

• Motion pressuremp(tn) as shown in Figure 5b, which
is distance of the diagonal between two adjacent
pen-point positions and the pen pressure. Themp(tn)
is computed from

mp(tn) =
√
p̂(tn)2 + S(tn)2, (10)

where

�x(tn) = x̂(tn+1) − x̂(tn),
�y(tn) = ŷ(tn+1) − ŷ(tn),
�p(tn) = p̃(tn+1) − p̃(tn),

S(tn) =
√

(�x(tn))2 + (�y(tn)2) + (�p(tn)2)

Figure 5 shows the area pressure ap(tn) and the motion
pressure mp(tn) in the signing process determined by
using Equations 9 and 10.
In this paper, in order to normalize the duration

time in signing process, the piecewise-linear functions
(PLFs) of rx(tn), ry(tn), s(tn), av(tn), v(tn), θ(tn), ap(tn), and
mp(tn) are determined by connecting two adjacent com-
ponents with a straight line. The PLFs can be described
as

q(t) =
N−1∑
n=0

q(tn)φn(t), (t ∈ T), (11)

(q = rx, ry, s, av, v, θ , ap,mp)

Figure 5 Area pressure ap(tn) and the motion pressuremp(tn) in
the signing process. (a) The plot of x,y components and duration
time of the signing process. (b) The plot of area pressure ap(tn) and
motion pressuremp(tn).
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where

φn(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

t−t(n−1)
tn−t(n−1)

, t ∈ [t(n−1), tn]
t(n+1)−t
t(n+1)−tn , t ∈ [ tn, t(n+1)] ,

0, t /∈[t(n−1), t(n+1)]
(12)

and T is the duration time of signing process. Using
Equation 12, the duration time is normalized as T =
Tnorm. The Tnorm is determined by the training data

for a particular signature. Examples of duration time
normalization are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen
from Figure 6 that the fluctuation in the duration
time in the signing process can be reduced after
normalization.
Figure 7 shows the dynamic handwriting features

obtained from genuine signatures and forgeries for person
A. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the dynamic hand-
writing features obtained from genuine signatures are
different from those of forgeries.

Figure 6 Examples of time normalization.
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Figure 7 Examples of the signing features obtained from genuine signatures and forgeries.

3.2 Time-frequency characteristic of the dynamic
handwriting features

Wavelet transforms were used for signature verifica-
tions in the works [22-24]. However, they are not
taken into account the time-frequency characteristics
of the handwriting feature extracting the stable hand-
writing features. The time-frequency characteristics of
the dynamic handwriting features in the signing process
depend on the signing style of a particular writer. In other
words, the time-frequency characteristics of the dynamic
handwriting features in signing process represent an

individual feature for signature verification. In order to
extract the individual signing feature, the eight features
rx(t), ry(t), s(t), av(t), v(t), θ(t), ap(t), and mp(t) obtained
in the preceding section are expressed by an orthonormal
wavelet ψk,l(t) as

q(t) =
2z−1∑
k=0

a(q)
z (k)ϕk,z(t) +

L−1∑
l=z

2l−1∑
k=0

d(q)
l (k)ψk,l(t), (13)

(q = rx, ry, s, av, v, θ , ap,mp; z = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1),
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where

a(q)
z (k) = 〈q,ϕk,z(t)〉, d(q)

l (k) = 〈q,ψk,l(t)〉, (14)

L is maximumnumber of level of the time-frequency char-
acteristics. The ψk,l(t) and ϕk,z(t) are the orthonormal
Haar wavelet, and the scaling function as defined by the
following equations:

ψk,l(t) = 2
l
2 ψ(2lt − k), (15)

〈ψl,k ,ψm,n〉 =
∫ ∞

−∞
ψl,k(t)ψm,n(t)dt = δl,kδm,n, (16)

ϕk,z(t) = 2
z
2 ϕ(2zt − k), (z, k ∈ Z), (17)

where δl,k is Kronecker’s delta and Z is a set of integers.
The a(q)

z (k) and d(q)
l (k) represent the feature related to

the time-frequency characteristics of the dynamic hand-
writing features. Hence, in order to describe the time-
frequency characteristics of the dynamic handwriting
features in the signing process, the following vectors are
defined as

c(q1)
z = [c(q1)z (0), c(q1)z (1), . . . , c(q1)z (N)]T , (18)
(q1 = rx, av, θ , ap; c = a, d),

c(q2)
z = [c(q2)z (0), c(q2)z (1), . . . , c(q2)z (N)]T , (19)

(q2 = ry, s, v,mp; c = a, d),

N = 2(z−1), (20)

where c(q1)
z and c(q2)

z are parameter vectors representing
the time-frequency characteristics of the dynamic hand-
writing features. Figure 8 shows example of the wavelet
coefficients of time-frequency characteristics (a(q)

z , d(q)
l )

obtained from two persons. It can be seen from Figure 8
that both a(q)

z and d(q)
l can extract the stable handwriting

feature (a(rx)
4 , d(s)

3 ). In this paper, the stable handwriting
features obtained from a(q)

z and d(q)
l are used for signature

verification.

3.3 FIR system characterizing the dynamics of
handwriting features

In this subsection, a handwriting system is defined as
a system characterizing a dynamic feature of handwrit-
ing in the signing process. Such a handwriting system is
realized by the FIR system which characterizes the time-
frequency characteristics of dynamic handwriting features
in the signing process. In this study, the wavelet coeffi-
cients of the dynamic handwriting features obtained in
the preceding section are used as the input and output

of the FIR system. The effectiveness of using the FIR
system characterizing the handwriting feature for charac-
ter recognition was reported in our work [25]. Figure 9
shows the FIR system in representing the time-frequency
characteristics of handwriting features. f (m), g(m) are
the input and output of the FIR system, respectively;
ĝ(m) is an approximation of g(m); e(m) is error of the
approximation.
The FIR system is designed as follows:
First, the FIR system can be described by

ĉ(ry)z (k) =
M∑

m=0
h(cz)
rx,ry(m)c(rx)z (k − m), (21)

ĉ(s)z (k) =
M∑

m=0
h(cz)
av,s(m)c(av)z (k − m), (22)

ĉ(v)z (k) =
M∑

m=0
h(cz)

θ ,v (m)c(θ)
z (k − m), (23)

ĉ(mp)
z (k) =

M∑
m=0

h(cz)
ap,mp(m)c(ap)z (k − m), (24)

(k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1),

where c(q1)z ,(q1 = rx, av, θ , ap) and c(q2)z ,(q2 = ry, s, v,mp)
are the input and output of the FIR system, respec-
tively, both of which are the wavelet coefficients of
the corresponding dynamic handwriting features. ĉ(q2)z (k)
is an approximation of c(q2)z (k). M is the order of
the FIR system. K is the total number of the input
and output sequences of the FIR system. h(cz)T

i,j = [h(0),
h(1), . . . , h(M)] , (i = rx, av, θ , ap; j = ry, s, v,mp) is the
impulse responses of the FIR system. h(cz)T

i,j is the trans-
position of h(cz)

i,j . The impulse response h(cz)
i,j can be deter-

mined in the least-square sense.

E(cryz ) =
K−1∑
k=0

|c(ry)z (k) − ĉ(ry)z (k;h(cz)
rx,ry)|2 → min, (25)

E(csz) =
K−1∑
k=0

|c(s)z (k) − ĉ(s)z (k;h(cz)
av,s)|2 → min, (26)

E(cvz) =
K−1∑
k=0

|c(v)z (k) − ĉ(v)z (k;h(cz)
θ ,v )|2 → min, (27)

E(cmp
z ) =

K−1∑
k=0

|c(mp)
z (k) − ĉ(mp)

z (k;h(cz)
ap,mp)|2→min, (28)
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Figure 8Wavelet coefficients in different levels obtained from genuine signatures and forgeries.

where ĉ(ry)z (k;h(cz)
rx,ry), ĉ

(s)
z (k;h(cz)

av,s), ĉ
(v)
z (k;h(cz)

θ ,v ), and ĉ(mp)
z

(k;h(cz)
ap,mp) are the approximation of c(ry)z (k;h(cz)

rx,ry),
c(s)z (k;h(cz)

av,s), c
(v)
z (k;h(cz)

θ ,v ), and c(mp)
z (k;h(cz)

ap,mp), respectively.

The details on how to determine the impulse response
are reported in Thumwarin’s work [15]. Figure 10 shows
the impulse responses of the FIR system characterizing
individual dynamics in the signing process, which are
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Figure 9 FIR system in representing the time-frequency characteristics of handwriting features. (a) The FIR system representing the
handwriting system. (b) The FIR system characterizing dynamics of handwriting features.

obtained from the genuine signatures and forgeries. It can
be seen from Figure 10 that the impulse responses of the
FIR system obtained from genuine signatures are quite
similar while those obtained from forgeries are different.
Therefore, the obtained impulse responses represent the
handwriting dynamics and can be used as the individual
feature of a particular signature.

4 Signature verification
In this section, the impulse responses obtained in the
preceding section are used to verify signature. The algo-
rithm is given as follows.

4.1 Training process
The following are the steps in the training process:

• First, the member register their name and sign their
signatures five times used for reference data and
training process.

• Second, the obtained signatures are preprocessed
using method in Section 2.

• Third, the eight dynamic handwriting features as
described in Section 3.1 are calculated.

• Fourth, after normalization of duration time, they are
expanded into wavelet series to determine the
time-frequency characteristics of their features. In

this step, the suitable level of the time-frequency
characteristics which represent the stability of their
handwriting feature is determined by using the
standard deviation of each level. We select the level of
their standard deviations less than the predetermined
threshold values as the stable handwriting feature.
Therefore, these parameters are the individual
features for a particular person.

• Fifth, the obtained time-frequency characteristics
of the eight features are used to determine the
handwriting system using the FIR systems as
described in Section 3.3. In this case, the order of the
FIR systems (M) for each particular person can be
determined by using standard deviation of the
impulse responses. We choose the maximum
value of the parameter M that its standard
deviation is less than the predetermined threshold
value. Then, the obtained impulse responses are
combined as

h(z)(ref)
i,j = [h(az)T

i,j h(dz)T
i,j ] , (29)

(i = rx, av, θ , ap; j = ry, s, v,mp).

where h(z)(ref)
i,j is a feature parameter vector obtained

from the registered person used as the reference
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Figure 10 The impulse responses of FIR system obtained from genuine signatures and forgeries.
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handwriting feature. Then the above feature
parameter vectors are combined as

h(ref)z = [hz
(ref)
rx,ryh

z(ref)
av,s h

z(ref)
θ ,v hz

(ref)
ap,mp ] . (30)

The obtained feature vector (h(ref)z ), level of the
time-frequency characteristics, and order of the FIR
system are used as the individual feature for signature
verification for a particular person.

4.2 Testing process
In the testing process, the following steps must be under-
taken:

• First, test persons put their registered name and sign
their signatures.

• Second, the test signature is preprocessed using the
method in Section 2.

• Third, after normalization of duration time and using
the registered name corresponding to the test name,
the number level of the registered person is used to
determine the time-frequency characteristics of their
features.

• Fourth, the obtained time-frequency characteristics
of the eight features are used to determine the
handwriting system using the FIR systems as
described in Section 3.3. In this case, the order of the
FIR systems (M) of the registered name
corresponding to the test name is used to calculate
the impulse responses. Then the obtained impulse
responses are combined as

h(z)(test)
i,j = [h(az)T

i,j h(dz)T
i,j ] , (31)

(i = rx, av, θ , ap; j = ry, s, v,mp).

where h(z)(test)
i,j is a feature parameter vector obtained

from the tested person used as the tested handwriting
feature. Then the above feature parameter vectors are
combined as

h(test)z = [hz
(test)
rx,ry h

z(test)
av,s hz

(test)
θ ,v hz

(test)
ap,mp ] . (32)

Then the tested signature is verified as

true if ‖ hz(ref) − hz(test) ‖< η, (33)
false otherwise,

where ‖ · ‖ is Euclidean norm, and η is a
predetermined threshold value determined by using
the experiments with the training data for a
particular signature.

Figure 11 The plot of Euclidean distance obtained from the
genuine signatures and forgeries.

Examples of the Euclidean distances between the feature
vector hz(ref ) and hz(test) obtained from genuine signa-
tures and forgeries are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen
from Figure 11 that the Euclidean distances obtained from
genuine signatures are less than those obtained from the
forgeries. That is to say, Figure 11 shows that individual
handwriting features with respect to the change of shape,
velocity, and pressure during signing process are clearly
unique. This shows that the signature can be identified by
the proposed handwriting features.

5 Experimental result
The experiments were conducted using the MCYT-100
[26] public signature database. The database consists of
100 signers, each of whom supplies 25 genuine signa-
tures and another 25 forged signatures. In our experi-
ments, five genuine signatures were randomly selected
and used as the reference and training data for a par-
ticular signature. The comparison of the experimental
results obtained from the proposed method and some
related works that used MCYT-100 is shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the result obtained from
the proposed method is better than those of the other
methods.

Table 1 Comparison of proposedmethodwith other works

Reference Equal error rate (EER in %)

Skilled forgery

Proposed method 3.21

Work [20] 4.38

Work [21] 7.22
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Figure 12 Original pen pressure, area pressure, andmotion pressure obtained from the genuine signatures and forgeries.

The effectiveness of the two new handwriting features,
motion pressure and area pressure, is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12 shows the plot of the original pen pressure,
area pressure, andmotion pressure obtained from genuine
signatures and forgeries. It can be seen that the original
pressure is not so different for genuine and forgery, but the
area pressure and motion pressure proposed here are dif-
ferent for genuine and forgery because it is considered that
the area pressure can characterize the information about
the change of the shape and the pressure during signing
process. In addition, the motion pressure can describe the
information of the change of the pen-tip motion and the
pressure during signing process.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an online signature verifica-
tion method based on the FIR system characterizing the

time-frequency characteristics of dynamic handwriting
features. The stable time-frequency characteristics of the
dynamic feature were determined by selecting the suit-
able level of wavelet coefficients. The FIR system was
realized by considering the selected wavelet coefficients
of the dynamic features as the input and output of the
system, respectively. The obtained impulse response was
used as the individual feature for signature verification.
It was found from our experiments that the proposed
method is useful for online signature verification. In this
research, a graphical tablet was used as the data acqui-
sition system. Thus, the pen-point position was used to
describe the handwriting feature in signing process. How-
ever, the graphical tablet can acquire such features as pen
pressure and pen inclination. As such, the incorporation
of such features into signature verification remains our
future work.
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